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Abstract. It is important to encourage people to play sports and physical
activities to keep their own health and well-being. However, not many people
can keep playing sports regularly. In addition, people in today tend to become
physically inactive. Thus, a novel way to motivate people to become physically
active, by playing sports, is desired. Augmented sports are novel sports that
integrates concepts of computer games into existing physical sports. Physical
sports are played in our physical, real world. Thus, physical law limits the
methods. On the other hand, such methods for computer games are limitless.
Augmented sports are novel sports that integrates various methods to fill or
reduce the unwanted gap between humans, to make sports enjoyable regardless
of their physical skill or conditions. It will contribute every sports player to feel
fun and enjoyment more, that should also lead to motivate people to play sports
more. In this paper, detail concept of augmented sports is described. Then, we
developed an augmented dodgeball, a proof-of-concept of augmented sports.
The detail of the system is also described.
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1 Introduction

The word “sports” is deemed to be etymological in Latin [18]. This word has the
meaning of de (= away) and portare (= carry), distractions from what is indispensable
for survival, distraction, rest and enjoyment. In other words, sports is basically a leisure
activity, it is an activity that strongly includes elements as play. However, it is not
perfectly equivalent to “play”. As a sociologist A. Guttmann tries to define sports by
incorporating concepts such as play, structuring, and competition. The relationship
between play and sports [19] is illustrated in Fig. 1. For example, fun playing just like
playing the ball somehow or throwing it on the ground is classified as “Spontaneous
play”. When this becomes a catch ball, some rules are applied such as the ball must not
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be dropped, throwing the ball so that others can easily receive it. This is classified as
“Organized play”. Catch ball does not have any competitive elements, but baseball has.
Since baseball is a competitive play with physical activity, it can be classified as sports.

One of the big question is from when human play sports. Sports have long history.
About 2100 BC Gilgamesh epic poems have descriptions that thought to be about
wrestling. The number of kinds of sports has remarkably increased during the 4000
years from that description. For example, in the first Ancient Olympics held in 776 BC,
there were at most only a few sports events. On the other hand, at the Rio de Janeiro
Olympic Games in 2016, 306 events of 28 races are being conducted. It is well known
that there are lots of sports that are not adopted to the official Olympic Games. All
sports currently being enjoyed were created by people of the past. In other words,
sports can be created with our own hands. This seems to be obvious, but for many
people today, sports is not the area of creation but the area of choosing. However, if we
strongly recognize that “we can create sports by ourselves”, it will contribute enlarging
the possibility of new sports. In addition, the progress of technology is expected to
accelerate this movement. Motor sports and e-sports can be typical examples.

Why do people play sports? According to the study in the UK, fun, enjoyment and
social interaction were reported to be the key factors whether or not to get involved in
the sport [2]. It is well known that playing sports contribute keeping one’s health. This
also can be a reason to play sports, but not the key factors. When considering improve
one’s health, playing sports are highly recommended. However, it is also known that
not many people can keep playing sports regularly. In addition, people in today tend to
become physically inactive. In a U.S. report, the percentage of people who work for a
job requiring physical activities decrease from almost 50% to less than 20% in these 50
years [5]. As this kind of change in the human behavior has resulted in negative
consequences in people’s health and well-being, it is important to encourage people to
play sports. Thus, a novel way to motivate people to become physically active, by
playing sports, is desired. To comply with this issue, computer games may be helpful
when considering the reason why people play sports. The Olympic Movement has also
acknowledged that – “The Olympic Movement should strengthen its partnership with

Play

Spontaneous Play Organized Play(GAMES)

Competitive Games(CONTESTS)Noncompetitive Games

Physical Contests(SPORTS)Intellectual Contests

Fig. 1. Definition of sports(re-edited)[33]
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the computer game industry in order to explore opportunities to encourage physical
activity and the practice and understanding of sport among the diverse population of
computer game users” [1].

Augmented sports are novel sports that integrates concepts of computer games into
existing physical sports. Competitiveness, is one of the key factor of sports as we stated
in Fig. 1. To achieve this, rules must be fair. But fairness must be discussed carefully.
Physical abilities of human differ from person to person. Gender, height, weight, age,
presence or absence of disability, and degree of disability, of course, are different from
each other. Rules of sports are required to fill or reduce the unwanted gap in an
appropriate form. Most existing sports have sophisticated rules on this point, and those
rules are often updated if necessary. For example, weight classification in fighting
sports is a rule to reduce the impact of difference of player’s weight which greatly
affects result of the match. This way of thinking is not limit to physical sports. Games
(including computer games) also have the same way of thinking. A lot of effort have
been done to develop enjoyable games for both novice and skilled players. The dif-
ference between computer games and physical sports is limitation of methods can be
used to fulfill the purpose. Physical sports are played in our physical, real world. Thus,
physical law limits the methods. On the other hand, such methods for computer games
are limitless. Augmented sports are novel sports that integrates various methods to fill
or reduce the unwanted gap between humans, to make sports enjoyable regardless of
their physical skill or conditions. It will contribute every sports player to feel fun and
enjoyment more, that should also lead to motivate people to play sports more.

2 Related Works

From the point of the view of computer games, sports are important theme fields to
create new games. In addition, several computer game products that have novel
interface like Nintendo Wii [16] and Kinect [12] enables people to play such games
with a certain amount of physical activity. It is the same for sports area. Computer
games are getting focused as a technology to motivate people to play sports. Research
have been done [9, 10] on how to add exertion elements to otherwise button controlled
video games. It is believed that a certain technology can induce motivation for people
to become physically active. Richards et al. developed a card game on screen to
motivate people who do repetitive exercises that can easily get boring [17]. Kajastila
et al. developed a novel trampoline game, that uses trampoline activity as a game input
[8]. This makes trampoline jumps into jumping in the game world. In the game world,
it has graphical obstacles to give trainer’s feedback. Adding social elements is con-
sidered to contribute to improving enjoyment of sports. Mueller and Muirhead
developed a jogging companion robot that stays with a jogger [14]. They also devel-
oped a system that enables people in remote places to play sports together [11, 15].
Such systems are intended to improve social elements when playing sports under a
certain situation. Swimtrain [4] is a system that enhances a group fitness training like
swimming with social elements, to motivate people to put more effort on the exercise.

It is hard to enjoy playing sports with players who have too much different skill
level. Balancing among different players an important factor for being the sports more
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enjoyable. Altimira et al. proposed a novel balancing way between in table tennis by
limiting table size according to the player’s skill level [3]. Thanks to the big interest to
the field of movement based games, guidelines have also been published [7], to give
game designers insights of what things have been proved to work and which things not.

In this research work, we apply concept of augmented sports to dodgeball to make
augmented dodgeball as a proof of concept. It is expected to make the dodgeball more
balanced, enjoyable sports. There are also many versions of dodgeball that have been
developed to make the classical version more versatile, strategic and/or give weaker
players some advantages. Some versions of them include giving the weaker players
more “lives” so that they can play longer as an infield player. There is also a version
using a “buddy” system which means that the players are also divided into pairs and
when one player gets hit, actually the other one in that pair will go out of the game [13].
Some variations also use the time restriction on how long time the players can hold the
ball, other ones have a doctor in the team which means that the players who have got
hit can return to the game when the doctor has healed them and the game finishes when
the doctor has got hit etc.

Our research focuses on using virtual parameters known from computer games.
This method is considered to enable players with different skill levels would be able to
play together and enjoy their activity. In addition, this method is expected to used as
more sophisticated way of balancing, by adjusting parameters. In the next chapter,
detail of our approach and developed system is described.

3 Augmented Dodgeball-The Proof of Concept Augmented
Sports

3.1 Basic Concept of Augmented Sports

Our research group has focused on developing augmented sports which could be
enjoyable for everyone, regardless of their physical skills and abilities. People tend to
feel the sports as enjoyable if it provides right amount of exertion, feeling of contri-
bution to the outcome of the game. It is often difficult to maintain this condition when
people with too much different physical abilities play together. Traditionally, analogical
handicapped methods are pursuit to balance players, such as adding extra scores to the
player or team that assumed to have lower abilities before playing the game. Such kind
of explicit handicap methods can be thought to be an unfavorable label that the
player/team is not skillful.

The basic concept of the augmented sports is making use of virtual parameters and
abilities that are common among computer games. People plays (existing) physical
sports that have rules modified to use those virtual parameters. Those parameters are
affected by the physical event such as hitting and/or a physical ball, running to/from a
certain place, etc. Then, a certain kind of special effects are generated based on those
events and parameters, to support and/or entertain players.

Those virtual parameters and abilities are also used to fill or reduce the unwanted
gap between humans. At the same time, such virtual parameters never harm the fairness
of the game. The fairness is the key factor to make the sports enjoyable. In augmented
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sports, a person’s playing ability depends on the person’s actual physical playing
ability and virtual parameters and abilities. In other words, although a person has low
physical ability, the person’s ability for play can be augmented by the effect of virtual
parameters and abilities. This is a kind of implicit handicapping method to improve
competitiveness of sports. In addition, such virtual parameters and abilities can be used
to increase fun for play.

To realize the augmented sports, major research topic will be (a) rule design to
motivate people with different physical abilities to play while keeping fairness of game,
(b) systems to detect physical events during play to support the rule, which is necessary
to make a certain effect to virtual parameters, (c) feedback systems to show the status of
virtual parameters and abilities for players and audience.

3.2 Development of Augmented Dodgeball

In this section, detail of augmented dodgeball (Fig. 2) is described. This is a proof of
concept of the augmented sports.

Dodgeball is a ball game mostly played in elementary and junior high schools all
over the world. Although detail of rules may differ from place to place, the basic rule is
common: “throwing a ball against opponents to hit”. Dodgeball is not only a sports of
personal physical abilities, but requires a cooperation with their team members and a
certain strategy to win. One of the typical strategy is keep passing the ball between
infield players and outfield players to keep moving opponents in their field. While
passing the ball, they try to find a target and throw a ball against the player. When
throwing a ball, the thrower often assesses physical abilities of thrower’s own and that
of opponent’s who is about to be thrown against. In this condition, a physically weak

Fig. 2. Playing augmented dodgeball
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player often has difficulty continue playing as an infield player. By making existing
dodgeball as a kind of augmented sports, it is expected that all players could enjoy
playing “the modified version of dodgeball” without depending on their own physical
abilities. We call this “modified version of dodgeball” as “Augmented dodgeball”.
Augmented dodgeball is designed to use virtual parameters which is mainly used for
balancing the physical skill levels between different players. Following subsections
show how to modify the existing dodgeball into augmented dodgeball.

Rule design
Firstly, rules must be modified to use virtual parameters while playing dodgeball. To
achieve this, we added a virtual point named “life points” to each player to indicate
their virtual life status. This is a well-known concept in computer games. When a
player gets hit in the Augmented Dodgeball game, they will lose a certain amount of
points from their life points. This enables all the players to keep being an infield player
until the player loses all life points. In addition, players are also assigned virtual
parameters named “attack points” and “defense points”. Attack points indicates the
level of offence, and defense points indicates the level of defense. The Eq. (1) shows
the points to be reduced from the player’s life points when they got hit. In this equation,
m; n; u; v are natural numbers to identify players and teams. Tm denotes a team, Pu

denotes a player. AP Tn 6¼mð Þ;Pv 6¼uð Þ
� �

denotes an attack points of the thrower,
DP Tm;Puð Þ is a defence point of a player who is hit by the ball. If a player Pu in team
Tm got hit by a ball thrown by the player Pv 6¼uð Þ in team Tn 6¼mð Þ, the life point of the
player Pu in team Tm, which is denoted as L Tm;Puð Þ will be updated as follows:

Ld Tm;Puð Þ ¼ AP Tn 6¼mð Þ;Pv 6¼uð Þ
� �� DP Tm;Puð Þ

2
ð1Þ

Lnew Tm;Puð Þ ¼ Lprev Tm;Puð Þ � Ld Tm;Puð Þ ð2Þ

Lnew Tm;Puð Þ in the Eq. (2) denotes the life points of the player Pu in team Tm after
being hit, Lprev Tm;Puð Þ denotes that of before being hit. To use this concept as a
balancing method, three player roles who have different virtual points are designed:
Attacker, Defender and Balanced. Attacker players have greater attack power but lower
defence power than other player roles. On the other hand, defender players have greater
defence power but lower attack power. Balanced players have moderate attack and
defence power. All the player roles have the same life points. Then, based on a
computational game simulation, detail virtual points of each roles are defined to
achieve fair and competitive game as shown in Table 1. Those roles are assigned only
to infield players. If the player becomes outfield player, the role will be changed to
balanced type automatically. The reason behind developing these roles was to give
players to act as those roles such as aggressive attacker players or less aggressive
defence players. Such method is expected to add enjoyment of “playing the assigned
role” in the game.
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System Development
In the augmented dodgeball, life points must be updated in a real time. However, the
rules behind the game is too complicated to calculate mentally in a real time. Thus, a
supportive system is required.

To make virtual parameter rules effective, the supportive system should equip
functions as follows: (I) detecting a player who throws the ball, (II) detecting a player
who got hit by the ball, (III) updating life points. The main goal of this paper is to prove
the effectiveness of the concept of augmented sports through developing augmented
dodgeball. Thus, a system with minimum functions (I) and (III) are developed.

In this subsection, we describe a helmet type system to register the thrower, and a
point management application. When playing the augmented dodgeball, all the players
wear a helmet system as shown in Fig. 3 left. Then, players “register” the ball to the
point management application through the helmet just before throwing against an
opponent. The occurrence of the hit and identifying who got hit is done by a human
referee. If appropriate hit occurs, the referee input the information of the player who got
hit into the point management application. Then life points of that player will be
updated.

The helmet system is equipped with a thrower registering system. The system
consists of an RFID tag reader, an Arduino UNO board, an XBee [8] wireless module,
a small speaker and a battery. The helmet system has unique ID to identify the player
who wears it. The tag reader is installed in front of the helmet to make it easier for the
players to register the ball that the player has. The ball used in the augmented dodgeball

Table 1. Roles and parameters used in the augmented dodgeball game

Player role Points
Life points Attack power Defence power

Attacker 120 140 120
Balanced 120 120 160
Defender 120 110 180

Fig. 3. Left: The helmet system for players to register the thrower. Right: The ball covered with
RFID tags.
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is a sponge ball (ɸ 160 mm) covered with RFID tags as shown in Fig. 3 right. To
register the ball, players hang it on the RFID tag reader area of the helmet for a second
until beep sound is generated as shown in Fig. 4. In the world of augmented dodgeball,
we explain this action to players as “pouring special force into the ball”. This regis-
tering event and the helmet ID are transmitted to the point management application
wirelessly. The whole system is powered with a 9 V battery.

The point management application receives the helmet ID, which represents a
player who holds the ball. Then, if the human referee inputs player ID who got hit, the
life points of the player will be updated based on Eqs. (1) and (2).

3.3 Feedback Systems

Virtual parameters must be shown all to players and spectators. Otherwise no one can
understand the current status of the game. At this moment, a scoreboard is placed in the
center of the play field to show life points of all players as shown in Fig. 5.

Although all players and spectators could perceive all virtual parameter information
through this display, it is difficult to check actual game situation and the scoreboard
simultaneously. Thus, appropriate information display system is necessary for both
players and spectators. For the first step of display system for players, we developed a
prototype of wearable parameter indicator as shown in Fig. 6. This indicator consists of
four LED bars, two for each side of the body, an XBee for data communication, an
Arduino UNO R3 as an LED controller. The color of LED bars changes according to
the life points that the player has, which is transmitted from the point management
application. Figure 7 shows the relationship between color of LED bars and life points.

Fig. 4. Registering action
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Basically, sports cannot live through without considering the existence of specta-
tors. Spectators are potential provider of psychological, material and financial support
to maintain the environment for play. In addition, they are also potential players in the
future. Thus, it is important designing enjoyment for spectators.

Fig. 5. The scoreboard of the augmented dodgeball

Fig. 6. A prototype of wearable parameter indicator (Color figure online)

Fig. 7. Relationship between color and life points (Left: all green indicates maximum life
points, Right: most of LEDs turns red to indicate exhausted life points) (Color figure online)
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As mentioned above, the scoreboard system can be used as a supplemental infor-
mation display, but not enough. For the first step to comply with this issue, we
developed an AR display system. In this system, players wear specially designed bibs
as shown in Fig. 8 left, which act as markers for developed AR display. Figure 8 right
shows example screenshot what spectators watch. As shown in the figure, player role
icon and current life points are overlaid on each players.

To achieve this system, position information of all players are necessary. In this
prototype system, a web camera is placed outside of the playfield to recognize AR
markers designed as bibs worn by players. Vuforia (version 6.2.10) is used to recognize
the AR markers. Then, the player position information and the status information of
each player are sent to the AR display device worn by spectators. Here, Microsoft
HoloLens is used as the AR display device. This application was developed using
Unity(version 5.6.3p4).

3.4 Preliminary Evaluation

To evaluate the concept of augmented dodgeball, a preliminary evaluation was con-
ducted. 16 participants joined this evaluation session. Age of participants were between
20 and 26, average was 23. None of the participants played dodgeball regularly. In this
evaluation, the wearable parameter indicator for players and the AR display system for
spectators were not used. The scoreboard system is the only medium to indicate the
status of virtual parameters. In this evaluation, two sessions were conducted. One or
two games of regular dodgeball was played in the first session. Two augmented
dodgeball game was played in the second session. One team consists of four players.
Participants organized the team by themselves. After finishing the second session, a
survey was conducted. The survey consists of 26 questionnaires to be answered by a
five point Likert scale.

Fig. 8. Left: example designs of bibs, Right: prototype AR image for spectators
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From the result of the questionnaire, all of the answered participants stated that they
had fun playing the augmented dodgeball. 60% even strongly agreed to that claim. In
addition, 93% answered that they would play the game again. The augmented
dodgeball has complex rules than those of existing regular dodgeball. However, 64% of
participants answered that the rule was always clear to play. Although 29% stated that
they had some trouble with that.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose the concept of augmented sports, which intended to be sports
enjoyable for everyone, regardless of their physical skills and abilities. To achieve this
concept, we claim that integrating computer game elements into existing physical
sports. Then a proof of concept system was developed named augmented dodgeball,
which is a re-invented version of dodgeball by using the concept of augmented sports.
The augmented dodgeball utilizes virtual parameters that are well known in computer
games to indicate characters’ status in that world. In the augmented dodgeball, players
are assigned different player roles that have different virtual parameters. Then, by
throwing a physical ball against opponents, those parameters are changed according to
the event in the physical world. To support this, a wearable system, point management
application, display feedback system were developed. In addition, a preliminary
evaluation was conducted. Through the evaluation, it is agreed that the augmented
dodgeball is enjoyable sports.

At this moment, the functions equipped with the wearable system is not enough
unfortunately. More detail, a function for detecting a player who got hit by the ball
should be equipped to eliminate human referee. In addition, more sophisticated
mechanism for detecting the player who throws the ball is strongly required. In the
future, this augmented dodgeball supporting system is expected to be updated as a
generally applicable system to make various kinds of ball sports into augmented sports.
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